All polymer slurries that have a high concentration of filler are shear thinning. Shear thinning is an important characteristic of polymers, filled and unfilled, because it leads to being able to increase the throughput, shear rate in a die or mold without having to use substantially more power to increase the flow rate.
Introduction
The general relationship for the viscosity of Newtonian fluid or polymeric based slurries is diagramed in Figure 1 . At very low shear rates the viscosity acts in a Newtonian manner and the viscosity is independent of the shear rate. As the shear rate is increased the apparent viscosity often decreased as the shear rate is increased. The power law region found in Figure 1 is indicative of this rheological response. As the shear rate continues to increase the slurry often becomes Newtonian again but at a much lower value, "infinite" shear viscosity, than in the low shear rate Newtonian plateau. For simple, onevelocity component flow, the viscosity-power law relationship is: (1) where  is the viscosity, is the one component shear rate (the absolute value brackets are used because viscosity is positive definite) and n is the power law constant. If n = 1, then k is the shear rate independent viscosity, the function then represents the Newtonian viscosity.
A capillary rheometer is an instrument often used for measuring the rheological properties of a fluid. The Instron capillary rheometer was used in a project for calcium carbonate slurries to determine the effect of filler concentration on the power law and was operated at preselected rates [1, 2] . Four grades of calcium carbonate were used.
Figure 1. Polymer viscosity vs. shear rate response.
As the filler is added to the Newtonian fluid, in this case, a medium molecular weight polyol, the power law function related to the filler concentration was an apparent sigmoid shaped function: these results are presented graphically in Figure 2 . Four grades of calcium carbonate were used and the percolation concentration, c, and the maximum concentration, m, were found to be: Percolation theory is a statistical based theory that predicts structure formation in things like particulate slurries at much lower concentrations than one would normally expect. The particles are considered to be randomly distributed throughout the slurry. An experiment that is often quoted is the conduction of electricity through a particulate filled beaker. As a thought experiment, this has actually been carried out experimentally; consider a beaker half filled with glass beads and with electrodes on opposite sides of the beaker. The electrodes are connected to an electrical circuit with a battery and light bulb in series. The light will not light with only the glass beads in the beaker since glass is an excellent resister and the glass filled beaker acts an off switch. Now consider that gold beads are added slowly to the beaker, and the beads in the beaker are agitated so that the gold beads are randomly distributed with the glass beads. Gold is used because it does not corrode and thus has excellent contact conduction. As the beads are added, let's say in 2% increments. the light will not light until the concentration of gold beads is typically between 15 to 18 percent by volume. Experimentally there is not a single concentration for this to happen because of the randomness of the distributed gold particles. The point where the light turns on, the beaker of beads is now an on switch, is the percolation concentration, the path with some non-continuous branches of the gold beads from one electrode to the other is considered to be the percolation infinite cluster. Once it is recognized that the system has "percolated" then it is often necessary to use this fact and other physics concepts to quantitatively evaluate and predict many phenomena associated with "random" structure formation. That is the approach taken in this investigation.
The percolation threshold concentration changed with particle size, Table 1. The largest two particle sizes showed essentially the same threshold volume fraction, 0.17. This value was close to the theoretical value of 0.16 to .18. For the 3.0 μm Camel-WITE particles, and then again for the 0.7 μm CAL-ST particles, the threshold concentration shifted to a higher concentration with a decrease in particle size. The size of the Omyacarb 10 and 21 particles was such that hydro-dynamic interactions dominated colloidal forces. However, the Camel-WITE and CAL-ST particles were small enough to appear to be influenced by colloidal forces. Brownian motion tends to randomize the location of particles in a suspension of small particles, in this case it was proposed that this was the greatest colloidal interaction since the other colloidal forces had been minimized. The stearic acid treatment of the CAL-ST particles played an additional role in delaying the start of shear-thinning behavior. This increase in threshold concentration as the particle size went below one micron could also be modeled by directed percolation. In directed percolation, the lattice is sensitive to particle properties and the probability of connectedness is adjusted.
The results were previously reported in an ANTEC paper in 2001 [1] . As mentioned earlier, a typical result for the power law function of calcium slurry in a polyol is found in , and is replotted in Figure 3 . The data indicate that there was a linear relationship between the power law and the concentration to the -2/3 power. This may imply that the power law is a function of some surface area related to the particles.
These results led to work on the development of a theory that would relate the power law to the concentration of the filler in the slurry. What follows in the next section is a proposed mechanism for the development of the power law and a mathematical model based on that theory. 
Theory Development
Power-Law Index, n Suspensions at moderate concentrations show Newtonian behavior at low shear rates and then exhibit shear-thinning behavior at higher shear rates [2, 3, 4, 5] . rates, particles in a cluster had time to rearrange, allowing the cluster to deform as a result of the imposed flow field. The particles rearranged themselves by moving into existing holes within a cluster [5] or past neighbors. This allowed for stress to be transferred throughout the suspension and for the fluid to perform work on all of the particle surfaces as well as the container surface, thus yielding a Newtonian viscosity. The follow equation was proposed to represent the effect of the filler concentration on the slurry viscosity: (2) where r = Newtonian viscosity ratio, filled vs. fluid m = Maximum packing concentration c = Percolation concentration  = Filler concentration
As the shear rate increases within the flow field, it is proposed here that large fractions of a cluster must cooperatively rearrange. At some point, the stress required for the particles in a cluster to locate and move into the existing holes as a group, is larger than the locally applied stress on the cluster. When this occurs, that part of the cluster, where the particles cannot move into holes, flows without rearranging. Eventually, the whole cluster cannot deform. In the flow regions where there is no rearrangement of clusters, particle surface area is excluded from the dissipation rate in the slurry. Thus the fluid cannot perform work on those particulate surfaces in the non-deforming cluster. This leads to an analysis of the thermodynamics of the viscous dissipation of energy in suspension flow in the manner described below.
No relative motion within a cluster suggests that there is no viscous dissipation of energy within that cluster. Thus, all of the dissipation of energy must take place in the regions surrounding the non-dissipative clusters. These regions can consist of pure suspending fluid, individual particles in the suspending fluid, and smaller sized particle agglomerates that deform. The container surface, the individual particles, the surface of the particles within the deformable clusters, and the outer surfaces of the macroscopic non-deforming clusters are the only surfaces upon which the fluid can act. Therefore, it is proposed that it is the loss in surface area upon which the fluid can perform work that is responsible for the apparent decrease in the viscosity and thus the power law region of flow.
A problem in general for evaluation of the effect of cluster size was our inability to determine the fraction of non-deforming clusters in the flowing fluid. A technique is developed using tube flow to isolate the non-deforming cluster size [2, 3, 4] and the expression for the power law was theoretically developed: 
Application to Newtonian Fluid Based Slurry
PMMA beads were used to evaluate the utility of the above theory. The effect of the concentration of PMMA beads on the power law is seen in Figure 4 , and again the power law vs. filler volume has a sigmoid shape to the function. Power law constants from two data sets [2, 3] .
The data were then compared to the thermodynamic prediction of the power law theory Eq. 3. It is seen that the theory and data are in very good agreement. The experimental value of n was determined using classical pressure drop and flow rate through the tube. The plug size, non-deforming cluster, was determined by visually tracking tracer particles in the flowing fluid, [2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8] . 
Application of Theory to a Filled Polymers
These results led to an investigation of how this dissipation mechanism proposal would be used to interpret the development of the power law in a filled polymer system [9, 10] . The initial system used was a low density polyethylene filled with TiO2 incrementally up to 0.495 volume fraction. The neat polyethylene viscosity shear rate relationship is plotted in Figure 7 . Using the last 8 points, shear rates from 223 s -1 to 4999 s -1 the power law index, n, was found to be 0.361. It is well know that at the critical molecular weight PE has essentially no shear thinning. Here a new theoretical concept is suggested that may help to explain the unexpected observation of the effect of filler on the shear thinning of high molecular weight polymers. It is speculated that the low molecular fraction of the polymer, that fraction with molecular weight below the critical molecular weight, Mc, might be considered to be a theta solvent at all temperatures for the higher molecular weight polymer molecules. As the molecular weight increases, the fraction of this solvent decrease such that the large molecules, ~ 10 nm, become insoluble, because they have in the literature been proposed to have collapsed into a "Gaussian sphere". They are, thus, proposed here to act in the molten polymer as deformable "fillers." When the melt is sheared, they thus decrease the volumetric dissipation in a similar manner that was observed for the Newtonian fluid slurries. It is further suggested that as the solid filler is added to the melt it displaces some of the deformable filler, and thus the power law does not decrease rapidly as it does when filler is added to a Newtonian fluid, Figure 4 In the polyethylene polymer case, the dissipation of the base polymer and of the slurry at low filler concentrations are thought to be dominated by the proposed cluster formed by the large polymer molecules in the base resin over this filler concentration range. The relatively constant power law from the lowest concentration of 0.0265 volume fraction to the highest concentration suggests that the increase in the resistance to cluster deformation resulting from the increase in solid particle concentration is in some manner offset by what occurs in the resin. Since the power law essentially constant, there is very little increase in the size of the nondissipating cluster up to the maximum volume fraction of 0.495. The TiO2 also has a broad particle size distribution, PSD, as shown in Figure 10 . The average particle size of the TIO2 is of the order of a large polymer molecule. In the polyethylene polymer case, the dissipation of the base polymer and of the slurry at low filler concentrations is thought to be dominated by the proposed cluster formed by the large polymer molecules in the base resin. The "filler" concentration of the base PE resin was estimated, using the function from Figure 11 , the relationship between the power law and the filler concentration for the PMMA experiments, and was found to have an effective volume fraction of 0.375 leading to percolating clusters. As the TiO2 filler is added the components of the slurry, polymer fluid, polymer "filler" and TiO2 solid, behave as seen in Figure 12 . The concentration of the PE fluid decreases in volume as does the fraction of the "PE Filler" as the TiO2 is added to the system. Using our percolation hypothesis relating to the high molecular weight polymer, the overall filler, or total solids (blue diamonds) concentration from Figure 12 , increases at a slower rate than the TiO2 concentration. Using the "Total Solids Concentration" data from Figure 12 and the measured polymer power-law from Figure 7 , the TiO2 filled polymer power law shows a remarkable fit to the Percolation power law as a function of concentration, per Figure 13 and Eq. 5 [2, 3, 4] . The data indicate that the percolation concentration may be higher than 30% because the power-law is not decreasing substantially as the filler loading is increased to 49.5%. It has been reported that for 2-D percolation the percolation concentration can lie between 42 and 50 percent for "spherical" fillers. These intriguing results for TiO2 in a PE resin led to further research being conducted on three other PE fluids and two calcium carbonate fillers as described in Table 2 .
Table 2. Polyethylene Polymers and fillers used.
It was desired to check to see if this proposal that the power law correlates with a filler-like response from the base polymer could be applied to other polymers. One of the authors, GAC, co-authored and published data on a series of polystyrenes earlier and this data was plotted using the power law found for these PE resins. Adams [11] and Campbell and Adams [12] published molecular weight and power law data for a series of polystyrenes. [12] .
From Table 3 we have power law data for four polystyrene materials. These data were plotted, Figure  14 , using the percolation concentration function equation 5 in the same manner used to generate the data in Figure  13 . It is observed that the correlation for the effective filler concentration for the PS melts was determined from the Newtonian fluid base slurry vs. filler concentration power law relationship found in Figure 11 . This is an 
Figure 15. Percolation correlation for the power law for both PS and PE polymer melts.
The data from the entire polymer sets fall on the percolation prediction as a function of "filler concentration".
For each polymer the "effective concentration" was determined using a plot of power law vs. filler concentration relating the power law and filler concentration using a Newtonian fluid filled with rigid filler. This relationship, Figure 11 , was not correlated or developed with percolation theory. These PE data were the data from the as received resins, Table 4 . It is extremely interesting that the polymer melt power law can be related to the effects observed for shear thinning slurries based on Newtonian liquids. This could suggest that the physics that relates to power law is independent of the materials being evaluated.
When looking at the compounded dispersions, it is important to evaluate the effect of the compounding, residence time and shear in the twin screw extruder on the power law of the evaluated resins, Table 4 . It is found that in all cases the power law increased as a result compounding. This is consistent with an expectation of reduced molecular weight of the PE as a result of the shear and temperature history.
The CaCO3 dispersion data was analyzed in the same manner as was developed and utilized in Figure 12 and Figure 13 . It can further be seen that as with the case of the TiO2 in LDPE, the effect of CaCO3 filler on the change in power law from 0 to 60 volume percent, Figure  16 , is not substantial, maximum change in power law was only about 0.2 units over the entire filler concentration range. This is much less than has been seen in Newtonian fluid based dispersions, Figure 4 , Figure 5 and Figure 6 . Figure 17 . The Percolation theory point, the orange square in set at what is considered to be the onset of threedimensional percolation, 16 vol. % filler. This is the same point that correlates the melt date for both polystyrene and polyethylene, Figure 15 . The orange circle found in 17 can be considered the onset of twodimensional percolation. Previously in this paper it was observed that all of the melt data for the four PE resins, MI 0.7, 13.5, 20, and 160 fall on the three dimensional percolation line. Given the fact that the resin "apparent filler" concentration was determined from a correlation of PMMA beads suspended in a Newtonian fluid, this would appear to strongly suggest that we start looking at high molecular weight polymer as a filled system with the polymer above the critical molecular weight acting as a deformable filler.
The power law for these systems starts out fitting a three-dimensional percolation model, the resin falls on the 3-D percolation curve represented by the orange squares. All of the filler system, single size 5 and 45 m and a 70/30 percent mixtures show similar reduction in power law as a function of total concentration and show a strong tendency to migrate toward 2-D percolation as the concentration is increased.
This was unexpected particularly for the 30/70 mixed filler, as the 5 m filler would have been expected to fill the voids between the larger 45 m particles and thus the total concentration would have a smaller effect than the single size particles as the total concentration in increased. This potentially suggests that the particles organize in macroscopic clusters in the rheometer that slide by one another with a resin lubrication layer between the cluster layers. This needs to be examined in future investigations. This was not observed in the PMMA of CaCO3 slurries discussed in the early part of this paper where the suspending fluid was Newtonian; and at all concentrations the power law It is apparent that as the resin MI is decreased, increased molecular weight, the power law decreased for both the neat resin and for the dispersion. The only exception to this is the neat resin for the 160 MI resin. This is most likely due to the resin degradation during the compounding mentioned above. The data in Table 4 suggests that the polymer molecular weight was reduced during compounding indicated by the increase in power law for each resin as a result of the residence time and shear during the compounding. It would be expected that this reduction in molecular weight would be greater when the resins are compounded with filler because the local shear would be higher. This may explain why the first data point for the 160 MI resin is lower than one might expect. The lower the data point on the 3-D line the greater the "apparent filler" in the base resin. As the polymer molecular weight increase, the fraction of the polymer that is fluid is thought to decrease given the assumption above. Again, in all cases the power law response as the filler increases is to have the rheology approach 2-D percolation interaction. As expected the power law decreased both as a function of filler content and the decrease in melt index.
Implication to Extrusion Processing
The change in power law as a function of filler content or polymer molecular weight has a strong implication on the ability to increase productivity by increasing the throughput in an extrusion die or an injection mold.
There is a very non-linear relationship between the onset of the second Newtonian plateau and the power law, Figure 19 [13] for Newtonian fluid based slurries. This demonstrates that if the power law and the Newtonian viscosity are known, the "infinite shear viscosity", ∞, can be determined.
Processing through the power law region, Figure 1 , requires little increase in equipment power because the shear stress goes up much slower than the shear rate. When the second Newtonian plateau is reached, the power needed to increase the velocity through the die or mold runners goes up linearly with flow rate because shear stress and shear rate are again linearly linked. When investigating and evaluating a "capillary Rheometer" at General Motors Research in the 1970s, we put a capillary die on the end of the injection unit of an injection molding machine. Two resin responses were typical, a polystyrene with a power law of about 0.6 and a PP with a power law of about .06. The maximum shear rate we could achieve for the PS was about 50,000 s -1 , while for the PP we reached the apparent second Newtonian plateau at about 200,000 s -1 . The onset of the "infinite shear Newtonian plateau" was indicated by the observation that setting the injection speed control to a higher value essentially resulted in no increase in injection rate.
As the power law decreases toward 0.0 the transition to the Infinite Shear Newtonian plateau occurs at a lower apparent viscosity and at a higher shear rate, as shown qualitatively in this shear rate it would be very difficult to increase the production rate by increasing the through put in a die or mole. The resin with the higher shear thinning does not reach the second Newtonian plateau until about 90,000 s -1 . Since the shear stress goes up much slower in the pseudo plastic viscosity region, the small shear thinning resin would not be able to be process at as high material velocity, shear rate, and thus would have a potential lower productivity. 
Summary
An analysis of the effect of filler concentration in both Newtonian fluids and polymers has been presented and compared. It has been demonstrated that the power law constant can be related to the volume of the infinite clusters in the system and that the volume enclosed in these clusters do not dissipate energy. This leads to the realization that the power law, "n", can be interoperated as the fraction of the flowing material that is dissipating energy. Further, it has be shown that if a polymer melt is analyzed as a combination of a low molecular weight fluid and a deformable filler the power law relationship with filler content is the same as the relationship for the fraction of filler in a Newtonian fluid based slurry. The measured power law in four PE polymers did not show much of a reduction in power law when compared to the effect of filler on the power law for Newtonian fluid based dispersions when the filler was added to about 60% by volume. This anomalous apparent behavior of the power law in filled polymers has been demonstrated to be related to the combination of the deformable polymer filler, high molecular weight molecules, and the rigid filler added to the polymer melt. The power law of the polymer can predict the shear rate at which the melt transitions from shear thinning to the "Infinite Shear Newtonian Plateau". Increase in production rate after this transition will be difficult because it will require much more machine power.
